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Research Challenges
q Collect large sets of training data to train the CNN.

q Robustness of face recognition system to adjust to various positions 

and light conditions.

q Processing speed of capturing and estimating face images.

q Connection between hardware part and user interface.

Motivations and Objectives

q Motivations

Thanks to the rapid development of Computer Vision and AI 

technologies, letting the computer recognize you is no longer a 

dream. Nowadays we are all familiar with unlocking our electric 

devices with our face and enjoy the convenience it brings. However, 

facial recognition is rarely used in the filed of house security.

q Objectives

Our attempt is to apply the facial recognition system to traditional 

door lock to enable users to get access to their house with their 

faces and save the trouble of using a key.

Collect Image from Camera

Display Result on LCD

Verify Identity 

Background

q Platform

Arduino board is used as our hardware platform.

q Image Processing

OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) library can 

provide real-time face detection and video capture.

Dlib is a general purpose cross-platform software 

library. It also provides high-accuracy face detector.

q Neural Network

Tensorflow provides machine learning applications 

and is used to build our neural network. Future Work

q Collect Dataset & Face Detection &Training

Develop a python script to use the camera as input 

and take pictures as correct training set. For false 

dataset, we choose to use LFW (Labeled Faces in the 

Wild).

Use OpenCV and dlib as face detector to preprocess 

the photos which will localize the face in the image 

and store as bitmap file.

Finally, train the CNN with datasets collected in the 

previous sections. 

http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/pdf/YiSun_CVPR14.pdf

q Hardware Topology

Use camera module ov7670 and Arduino UNO to 

collect facial data and store in databases. Combining 

Arduino MEGA 2560 with LCD 1602 module to 

display the authorization of the person and change 

the status of the lock. 

q Due to the limited processing performance of Arduino 

board, it takes several seconds to send pictures back to the 

device. In the future, we are considering to use board with 

better performance.

q The training finishes with accuracy over 98%. However, in 

real environment, the system is very likely to be influenced 

by various noises. Introducing facial feature points 

extraction to the system might be able to improve 

performance.


